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WHAT IS HAPPENING I N PERU? 

BY JAMES PETRAS AND 
NELSON RIMENSNYDER 

This is an abridged version of a chapter that will appear in J ames 
Petras's new book, Politics and Social Structure in Latin A merica, which 
will be published in the summer of 1970 by Monthly Review Press. Foot
note references have been omitted but will of course be included in the 
book. Professor Petras is the Director of Latin American Development 
Studies at the Institute of Public Administration, Pennsylvania State Uni
versity; and Nelson Rimensnyder is a Research Associate in the same 
program.-The Editors. 

For the first time in Peruvian history a serious effort to 
develop a modem industrial capitalist society is being under
taken. A military government closely linked to nationalist pro
fessional groups has promulgated a broad program that in
cludes substantive changes in the system of land tenure and 
target areas for public and private investments. 

The military government has set itself a number of strategic 
economic goals: 

a) The establishment of a dynamic, capitalist, industrial 
society in which public and private Peruvian entrepreneurs 
will play a dominant role. 

b) The incorporation of the peasantry into the market 
economy through the expropriation of the large traditional ha
ciendas of the sierras and the distribution of land to the peasants. 

c) The exclusion of those foreign firms whose behavior 
violates the political rules and economic guidelines established to 
foster national industrial development. 

d) The transfer of private capital from agriculture to non
agricultural pursuits, especially in the secondary sector. 
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The military government is clearly developmental in its 
orientation, earnest effort at redistributive policies such as the 
agrarian reform being subordinated to the overall effort to pro
vide inducements for fu ture industrial growth. Likewise na
tionalist policies such as the expropriation of the International 
Petroleum Company ( IPC) , a subsidiary of Standard Oil of 
New Jersey, largely served to provide the junta with an iS5ue 
attracting great popular support. Policies regarding concessions 
to foreign investors both in the exploitation of minerals and 
manufacturing suggest that the junta is largely concerned with 
integrating foreign-owned resources and enterprises into a broad
er national development perspective. The populist concerns of 
the junta are mainly directed toward socio-economic improve
ment of the peasantry without permitting its effective mobiliza
tion. Land reform will be carried out and administered largely 
by government-appointed agrarian officials ( tecnicos). Inde
pendent activities which the peasants might take on their own 
behalf will not meet with the approval of the junta. Activities 
of the industrial working class which revolve around traditional 
class organizations and issues are treated as threats to the in
dustrial-development orientation of the junta. Paternalistic pro
jects involving profit-sharing and "co-participation" in manage
ment are counterposed to the politics of class struggle. The 
junta has moved to depoliticize the universities and create a 
professional, technically oriented university. 

In sum, the horses of populism and nationalism are hitched 
to the cart of developmentalism. The politics of capitalist mod
ernization-from-above in the framework of a colonial economy 
require the junta to place restrictions and controls on the 
economic activities of both the traditional Peruvian elite and 
the foreign investors established in their mineral-based eco
nomic enclaves. At the same time the junta must limit the op
portunities of the Left in order to maintain and direct the 
process of social change, especially the transfer of property, and 
to limit the extent of change. While resisting pressures from the 
advanced capitalist countries that would distort development 
priorities, the junta must also provide incentives and a favor
able investment climate in the urban industrial areas: hence 
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the need to maintain a docile and "managed" labor force. 
Paradoxically, in carrying out policies designed to produce a 
modem capitalist industrial society, the military must overcome 
the opposition of the center of world capitalism and the re
servations of its own entrepreneurial elite. 

Internationally it is the Communist countries, including 
the Soviet Union and Cuba, and domestically the Peruvian 
Communist Party which have shown the greatest enthusiasm 
for the policies of capitalist modernization-from-above. The 
policies of the military junta can best be understood by ex
amining the interplay between recent Peruvian political history 
and the process of political socialization of the officer corps-
the strategic policy-making elite in Peru today. 

Background: Recent Political History 

The first indications that Peru's military men differed from 
traditional Latin American military caudillos appeared during 
the military government of 1962-1963. Most commentators be
lieved that the assumption of power was precipitated by fear 
of an imminent APRA victory in the 1962 presidential elec
tions, the military being portrayed as the defender of the old 
order against the "populist" APRA. This account fails to deal 
with two facts: APRA had several years earlier come to terms 
with the traditional ruling class, and the military had changed 
both in its ideas and social composition. 

Reasons much deeper and more complex than the old 
military-Aprista hatreds account for the military coup. The 
younger military men in Peru's armed forces were becoming 
impatient with the policies and actions of the ruling civilian 
elites. Development-oriented and well aware of Peru's extreme 
inequalities of wealth and income, they were increasingly ap
prehensive over the possibility of a violent revolution emanating 
from the country's economically depressed and politically ex
cluded rural and urban poor. 

The main purpose of Peru's military government of 1962-
1963 was to assure the election of a civilian president who 
would develop unused resources, alleviate some of the inequities 
of Peru's socio-economic structure, and restrain the growing 
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revolutionary movement centered in the rural areas. Radical 
structural changes affecting the prerogatives and privileges of 
the elites were not objectives of the officers who ruled in that 
short-lived ( ten months ) government. The men who headed 
the military junta of 1962-1963 were close to retirement and 
were acting to some extent under the influence of junior staff 
officers who were largely the products of different social and 
educational experiences. Many of these younger officers would 
later surface as the generals who are influential in the present 
junta. 

This was the background of the new elections of June 
1963, in which Fernando Belaunde Terry was elected President. 
During his five years in office Belaunde made no attempt to 
bring about basic changes in Peru's socio-economic structure, 
and his reform efforts within the framework of the system 
failed to achieve significant results. In fact, the agrarian reform 
enacted in 1964 did not even keep pace with population growth, 
some 40,000 families being added during his period in office 
to the million landless peasant families ( 40 percent of the total 
population) which already existed. Large external debts were 
contracted; loose financial policies led to severe inflation and 
currency devaluation ; and massive corruption was routine 
among high government officials. These were all factors con
tributing to the military coup which overthrew the Belaunde 
government on October 3, 1968. 

The assumption of total executive and .legislative power 
by the present military junta signalled a shift from an impotent 
middle-class government to a military regime which is also 
rooted in the middle class but which is committed to overcom
ing the stalemates in the political system which had blocked 
the emergence of a new and dynamic approach to economic 
development. 

The social mobility and relatively high educational level 
of the members of the Revolutionary Military Government, as 
it is officially styled, are important factors in understanding its 
policy orientation. The President, General Juan Velasco Alva
rado, comes from a middle-class family of modest means. He 
enlisted in the army as a private in 1929, as did at least one 
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other member of the government, was selected the following 
year to attend the Chorillos Military School, and graduated 
first in his class. All of the fourteen cabinet ministers grad
uated from one of the three Peruvian military academies dur
ing the late l 930s or early 1940s. Several members of the 
government were contemporaries at Chorillos, and two were 
roommates. Many returned to Chorillos as administrators or 
instructors during their subsequent military careers. Only two 
members of the government came from upper-class families, 
and few married outside their social background, which was 
almost exclusively middle-class. All of this suggests that we are 
dealing with a homogeneous, close-knit "generational group." 

More important from the point of view of intellectual in
fluences was the common experience shared by more than half 
the fifteen members of the government who attended special 
courses in the 1950s at the Center for Higher Military Studies 
( CAEM) . Both the subject-matter and the instructors had a 
profound effect on the evolution of their political consciousness. 
From their course work came their commitment to develop
ing and changing Peruvian society. Together with their middle
class status, this experience moved them in the direction of a 
bourgeois revolution ffom above. For it was a.t CAEM that the 
future rulers of Peru were exposed to courses on Peru's socio
economic structures, the dependent nature of its economy, and 
the vulnerability of internal development to external fluctua
tions. For the most part these courses were taught by left-wing 
nationalist academics who were well-informed about the prob
lems of Peruvian socio-economic development. Many members 
of the current military government maintain their links with 
their former professors. More recent graduates of CA.EM con
tinue to receive the same education and to keep up the pressure 
for change. President Velasco has often sought legal advice 
from left-wing nationalist elements, of whom the best known 
is the President of the Bar Association, Alberto Ruiz Eldredge. 

Politics and Development Strategy 

Possessing an awareness of the historical processes which 
produced the present social structure and the attendant impedi-
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ments to industrial development, the military has come to view 
the traditional political institutions as incapable of carrying out 
necessary changes and is unwilling to entrust leadership of this 
revolution-from-above to the civilian politicians, legislature, or 
elected government. In ea rly August 1969, the military govern
ment announced that it would remain in power "until at least 
1975," in order to guarantee that Peru will be well on the way 
to accomplishing the goals of the twenty-year development plan 
which the new government unveiled in November 1968, one 
month after assuming power. 

The twenty-year plan, known as The Strategy for Peru's 
Long-Range National Development, reflects the government's 
major preoccupation: rapid industrial development and the pre
requisite social reforms necessary to assure such development. 
The plan enumerates five basic reforms : ( 1 ) expropriation of 
all large landed esta tes; ( 2) a new mining policy to include 
more public participation, regulation, and control in integrating 
Peru's mineral resources into the national economy ; ( 3) an 
industrialization policy designed to reduce Peru 's imports and 
increase exports, especially in the growing South American 
regional market ; ( 4 ) reorganiza tion of public administration, 
recruiting personnel on the basis of technical competence, to 
create a more efficient instrument for implementing develop
ment policies ; and ( 5) fiscal reform. The plan does not envi
sion wholesale nationalization but, rather, selective takeovers by 
the state and inducements to existing entrepreneurs to expand 
their activities. Over a twenty-year period the junta h opes to 
realize the following objectives: a greatly enlarged and expand
ing internal market ; a more balanced geogr.i.phical distribution 
of population ; structural changes that will eliminate present 
institutional obstacles to development ; expanded infrastructure; 
a more equitable distribution of national income and a doubling 
of per capita income ; subordination of external investment to 
national development policies; less economic dependence and 
vulnerability to external forces. 

The language of the developrnent plan suggests that the 
military government is not going to preside over a development 
strategy limited by rigid guidelines or one to be accomplished 
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m the space of a few years. In fact, an examination of the 
government's rhetoric, goals, and accomplishments over the 
past year provides us with some basis for determining the im
plications current behavior might have for radical social change 
and significant economic development. 

One week after coming to power the new government ex
propriated the International Petroleum Company, announcing 
that no compensation would be granted and charging IPC with 
extracting oil from Peru since 1924 under illegal agreements. 
The expropriation had two immediate results: it created instant 
popular support for the military government, and it incurred 
the hostility of the United States. A U .S.-Peruvian confronta
tion developed over the threatened implementation of the Hick
enlooper Amendment, under the terms of which all U.S. gov
ernment economic aid to Peru would be cut off if IPC was not 
compensated. Additional pressure existed in the threat to cut 
off Peru's sugar quota, a move which would have serious reper
cussions on the country's economy. 

The popular support generated by the nationalist action 
gave the government an opportunity to consolidate its power, 
purge itself of consen1ative dissidents, and initiate its program 
of development-from-above within a tranquil and favorable 
internal environment. The Nixon administration, seeking to 
avoid a confrontation that might radicalize the junta, decided 
not to apply the economic sanctions; instead, it has chosen to 
negotiate, hoping to utilize indirec t pressures for a settlement of 
the IPC compensation demands. Since April 1969 when nego
tiations began, the Peruvian military has remained adamant
no compensation. Nor have there been any overt indications that 
Peru would consider compensation in exchange for increased 
U.S. economic aid or private investment pledges. Apparently 
the military government is confident that the Hickenlooper 
threat is past. In early August the Peruvian press reported that 
the whole affair has been a "meaningless bluff and a most un
happy example of poli ti cal blackmail. " In a speech on July 28, 
1969, President Velasco said that his government considered 
the case d osed and th .1. t future decrees affecting the conduct 
of foreign capital in Peru could be expected. He spoke of the 
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negative role which unrestrained foreign capital had played in 
Latin American development, pointing out that Peru and the 
rest of Latin America are net exporters of capital and that 
income earned in Latin America finances the development of 
the highly industrialized nations. He then defined his govern
ment's attitude as follows: 

This unacceptable si tuation must be overcome. Latin Amer
ican development needs foreign capital. But this capital does not 
come for philanthropic reasons. It is worthwhile for it to come here. 
There is, therefore, a mutual convenience which must be clearly 
and justly normalized for benefit of both parties. So foreign capital 
must act within the legal bounds of our countries under rules 
which guarantee the just participation of our countries in the 
wealth which they and their men produce. 

But the act of the government to date that could, if fully im
plemented, have the most profound affect on Peru's social struc
ture and economic development is the agrarian reform (Law 
concessions will no longer be permitted under old laws : all new 
contracts a re to be negotiated on "fixed profit" terms; all con
cessions are to include provisions for state participation and 
profit sharing. In addition, all existing foreign- and domestic
controlled concessions can be subjected to renegotiation for terms 
more favorable to the government. 

But the act of the government to date that could, if fully 
implemented, have the most profound affect on Peru's social 
structure and economic development is the agrarian reform ( Law 
17716). Since this law was decreed (on June 24, 1969), 66,000 
hectares (hectare= 2.4 7 acres) of the coastal sugar lands were 
placed under government administration, pending the comple
tion of expropnaLicm orocedures and the formation of coopera
tives. The cooperatives wlll "-p under government supervision 
and will function as state enterprise~. T he large sugar estates 
along the coast and in the sie~-ra affe?t.ed by ~i.P: _law include 
those owned by wealthy Peruvian farmlies and pnvaL.._ (rireign 
interests such as W. R. Grace & Co. of the United States. An 

associated sugar-processing facilities and installations on the plan
tations are marked for expropriation. The agrarian reform is 
being carried out "without prejudice or favor," at least along the 
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coast, in order to "end once and for all the unfair social order 
that has kept peasants in poverty and inequity." If the military 
government fully implements the agrarian reform, the large cot
ton plantations and sierra cattle and sheep operations will also 
be affected. The one major non-sugar-growing sierra estate so 
far expropriated by the military government is the 24 7 ,000-
hectare cattle and sheep ranch operated by the U.S.-owned 
Cerro de Pasco mining company. The Cerro corporation re
ceived $490,000 in cash compensation for the installatiom on 
the land. The sum of $1,800,000 has been paid for 90,000 
head of livestock. Twenty-year bonds were issued as payment 
for the land. This expropriation, however, was officially carried 
out in January of 1969, prior to the present law, under the 
authority and provisions of the 1964 Agrarian Reform Law. 
The property is to be divided among the peasants working the 
land, who are to operate the farms cooperatively. This wa~ the 
first expropriation activity in the agrarian sector undertaken 
by the military government and it had wide national support. 
This may have been a pilot project designed to test the response 
of antagonists and protagonists in the public at large toward 
radical agrarian reform. 

Subsequently the government decided to expropriate the 
large, efficient, modem sugar plantations on the coast, an eco
nomically powerful and politically influential sector of the Peru
vian power structure. The Agrarian Reform Law was applied 
there immediately, but application was slower in the sierra. S.J 
far little opposition has materialized from the large sug:u grow
ers of the coast. The reason may be that for some time rngar 
interests have been transferring their investments to nthe r ,wctors 
of the economy. Implementation of th,. a,5rarian reform on the 
coast allows for smooth and r=pid channeling of compensation 
bond payments int0 .11e more modem private sectors of the 
economy. F c-vrds show tha_t f~rty-four m~jor latifundistas of 
th,. .-vdSt now have substantial mvestments m Peruvian mutual 
stock funds, the construction industry, insurance and savings 
companies, mining, public utilities, transportation, and in the 
mass communications media. The government is counting on the 
demonstration effect of the successful and peaceful coastal ex-
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propr:iatious to make things easier when the sierra is hit with 
expropriations. In any case this strategy will effectively isolate 
the landed elite and inhibit a united opposition from acting in 
concert. The clear intention of the junta's agrarian-reform law 
is to encourage capital investment in industry and mining. Un
der arrangements for compensation payment, most bonds can 
be readily converted to cash if they are immediately iilvested in 
Peruvian enterprises designated by the government, thus pre
venting capital outflow and encouraging industrialization. The 
exact manner in which this important provision of the la\\' 
will be carried out remains to be seen. 

Along with the agrarian reform , changes occurred in min
isterial personnel. On June 13, 1969, President Velasco de
manded the resignation of the conservative Minister of Agri
culture, General Jose Benavides. The initial appointment of 
Benavides was viewed by many in Peru, including high officials 
in the Office of Agrarian Reform ( 0 NRA) , as an indication 
that the military government was not seriously concerned with 
agrarian change. Benavides was closely associated with mem
bers of the National Agrarian Society, the association of large 
landowners, and expressed strong opposition to large-scale ex
propriation of land. He was a source of continued irritation to 
other members of the government including General Jorge 
Fernandez Maldonado, the Minister of Energy and Mining, 
who, soon after his appointment, became the spokesman of the 
"radical" sector within the government. Benavides was replaced 
by one of the "radicals," General Jorge Barandiaran Pagador. 

Other measures instituted to implement economic and 
social goals include reform of the banking system, water rights, 
and public administration. Banks incorporated in Peru must 
now be controlled by Peruvian citizens. The Water Code Decree 
(Law 17752) of July 1969 makes all water (no matter what 
its source) state property and establishes a water-control author
ity to coordinate water-resource utilization with the agrarian
reform program and general economic development policies. 
Administrative changes have been most apparent at the ministry 
level. 

All of these reforms, plus others which have been an-
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nounced as forthcoming, reflect the military government's dual 
policy of initiating modernization yet remaining firmly in con
trol of the political situation. The latter can best be seen in 
the new University Law. Issued in early March during the 
annual university summer break, its purpose is twofold: to make 
higher education relevant to the development needs of the 
country, and to eliminate political activity on the campuses. 
Professors have been divided on the law, some supporting it and 
others publicly and privately denouncing it. Student leaders 
have been highly critical, yet efforts to organize effective pro
test have been quickly suppressed by police and university 
administrative action. 

Under the University Law all universities are to maintain 
their autonomy in administrative, financial, and academic mat
ters, but will no longer have the right of "extra-territoriality" 
in matters concerning "threats to public order." This means 
that police and military personnel may now freely enter the 
university grounds and buildings, make arrests, and intervene 
in "riotous and mutinous situations." The law in effect destroys 
all semblance of university autonomy. In addition, university 
administrations have the authority to expel students who engage 
in or organize political activities. Prior to this law a univer
sity administration had to request and receive permission from 
the University Council, composed of administration, faculty, 
and students, before expelling a student for non-academic rea
sons. The clear intention of the junta is to "depoliticize" the 
university, in this way removing a possible source of left-wing 
opposition to continued military-directed modernization pro
grams. 

External Obstacles to Development 

In implementing its plan to modernize and industrialize 
Peru within a capitalist economic system under domestic and 
not foreign control, the military government has been confronted 
by numerous external obstacles. It has expendefl considerable 
time and energy in its efforts to overcome or remove these im
pediments to the execution of its development policies. One of 
the most crippling obstacles concerns repayment of Peru's 
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massi\'c foreign debt. 
Under Belaunde, Peru 's foreign debt climbcJ tu $B47 mil

lion, 70 percent of which must be paid off o\'er a four-year 
period beginning in 1970. The principal creditors are the United 
States ($200 million), West Germany ($157 million), Italy 
($87 million), France ($52 million), followed by Great Britain, 
Spain, and Japan. 

Peru's Treasury Minister, General Morales Bermudez, has 
made trips to the United States and European capitals in an 
attempt to obtain extensions of the payment period. During his 
July-August 1969 trip Morales Bermudez visited various Euro
pean capitals trying to win support for his plan for refinancing 
Peru's payment schedule over a ten-year period. The principal 
motivation for seeking an extension appears to be the long
range development plans of the military government rather than 
the country's short-range financial situation. As of August the 
reserves of the Banco Central exceeded $110 million and the 
balance of payments has jumped from a deficit of $17 million 
in the year ending June 30, 1968, to a surplus of $30 million 
in the period ending June 30, 1969. 

So far, however, the Treasury Minister has failed to secure 
agreements allowing for the refinancing of the debt because of 
the fears of the international financial community. Despite 
some offers from foreign investors, primarily interested in ob
taining concessions in the mining sector, little positive aid was 
forthcoming from the capitalist world. U.S., German, French, 
and Italian financial and investor groups refused to consider 
refinancing current debts or further investments in existing com
panies in the absence of agreements guaranteeing the security 
of present and future investments. And the government's capi
talist modernization effort was further delayed by the reluctance 
of U.S. mining companies to sign agreements to expand produc
tion and to develop facilities for refining ore in Peru. 

Such, in general terms, was the situation that existed last 
fall. Negotiations with U.S. corporations, most notably with 
Southern Peru Copper Corporation ( a consortium comprising 
American Smelting and Refining, Cerro, Phelps Dodge, and 
Newmont Mining), for new investments were proceeding but 
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apparently getting nowhere. The ruling junta was therefore 
faced with a dilemma: Should they sacrifice their national de
velopment plan to meet the demands of foreign investors? Or 
should the attempt be made to locate alternative sources of 
capital through internal savings, creation of public enterprises, 
and closer relations with Communist countries? 

During the fall months the government took a series of ac
tions that seemed to reflect the pressures emanating from the 
more radical wing of the junta. Foreign investors in the mining 
sector were told to put unexploited concessions into operation 
within seven months or the government would repossess them. 
A suburban reform law was put into effect, providing for the 
rapid expropriation of suburban plots of land in order to erad
icate the barriadas and to build private houses. If seriously 
applied, this program could signify a hard blow at real estate 
and banking interests. In addition, Vice Admiral Enrique Car
bonell, considered a radical, joined the junta. He was the one 
responsible for exposing IPC's illegal remission of $11 million 
shortly after its expropriation by the junta, resulting in the 
downfall of two of its "moderate" members. 

In September the government severely restricted imports, 
virtually prohibiting all luxury items and goods which compete 
with domestic production. And it established a state monopoly 
over the importation of meat and dairy products to end spe~ula
tion in the market for foodstuffs. 

At about the same time the government announced that 
an important Soviet mission, headed by a vice minister, would 
be arriving in Peru to study the possibility of a vast pro
gram of irrigation in the northern desert plains. Moreover, 
the government appeared to be relaxing its authoritarian posture 
regarding popular demands. For example, it decreed that strik
ing workers of Cerro de Pasco be awarded a raise 23 percent 
greater than that offered by the company, an action which was 
strongly denounced by the business community as "demagogic." 

In the event, however, these signs and symptoms turned 
out to be misleading. Behind the scenes a struggle was taking 
place within the junta. Minister of Development Maldonado 
represented the political wing which favored the promotion of 
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economic development through heavy state intervention , large
ly ,via public corporations and public loans. l\finistcr of Econ
omy .and Finance Francisco Morales Bermudez belonged to that 
wing most anxious to promote development through agree
ments with U.S. investors. These differences apparently came 
to a head in the discussions surrounding the exploitation of 
Peru's rich copper deposits in Cuajone ( a reserve estimated at 
450 million tons). As already noted, an agreement with the 
Southern Peru Copper company had been under negotiation 
for months, with the outcome being held up pending the settle
ment of the struggle inside the junta. The denouement finally 
came in late December I 969, with a victory for Francisco 
Morales Bermudez and the pro-imperialist sector of the junta. 
Under the terms of this agreement, Southern Peru contracts 
to invest $355 million in expanding copper production . 

But more important, the ne,., agreement signals a defini tive 
rapprochement with the U.S. gowrnmcnt and, brings to a n end 
the nationalist phase of the junta 's activity . Coincidental with 
the copper agreement, the agrarian reform has slo•.ved down. 
The political rapprochement with the U .S. and the signing of 
the copper agreement serve as a guarantee for the rest of the 
international investment community that Peru is, after all, safe 
for capitalist exploitation. 

It thus appears that the hopes aroused by the expropria
tion of IPC and the rhetoric surrounding the agrarian reform 
were premature if not altogether ill-founded. In the month 
prior to the copper agreement nine members of the Move
ment of the Revolutionary Left ( MIR ) were arrested for "sub
version," and a revolutionary socialist leader, Ricardo Gadea, 
was sentenced to five years in prison. 

The military junta has clearly taken the path of develop
ment through subordination to foreign investment; in the next 
period it will probably sacrifice de\'elopment for external sup
port to stay in power. Splits among the military may occur; 
"national-populists" will have the choice of capitulating be
fore the "rightist" course chosen by Velasco or of breaking 
discipline, turning to the people, and struggling to reverse the 
policy of development through subordination. 
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